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The effectiveness of the heteronuclear RELAY experiment is analyzed for a number 
of different spin systems. It is found that the sensitivity of the measurement strongly 
depends on the duration of the mixing period and on a proper choice for the sampling 
time in the t, dimension. Good agreement is found between theoretical evaluations and 
experimental results, obtained for samples of propanol and cyclosporin A. 0 1985 

Academic Press, Inc. 

INTRODUCTION 

The heteronuclear RELAY experiment, first introduced by Bolton and Boden- 
hausen (I, 2) can be considered a combination of the homonuclear COSY 
experiment (3-7) and the heteronuclear chemical-shift-correlation experiment (7- 
10). In this experiment transfer of coherence occurs in two steps. For a typical ‘H- 
‘H-13C RELAY experiment the magnetization is first transferred from a distant 
proton to a proton that is directly attached to a 13C nucleus. This transferred 
magnetization is then relayed from the attached proton to the 13C nucleus. This 
method allows adjacent protonated 13C nuclei to be identified (I, 2, II), provided 
that COSY type transfer between the two protons is feasible, i.e., provided that the 
vicinal ‘H-‘H coupling is well resolved. 

The RELAY experiment is useful in cases where the resonances in the ‘H 
spectrum are overlapped so severely that individual resonance assignment is not 
possible. The use of the RELAY experiment for the study of peptides has recently 
been demonstrated (II, 22). However, it is commonly found that in many 
applications of this technique, the sensitivity of the experiment is considerably lower 
than that of the heteronuclear shift correlation experiment (10). Also, intensities of 
relayed and nonrelayed signals are generally not well understood. In this paper a 
detailed analysis of the RELAY experiment will be presented and general guidelines 
for the optimization of the experiment for different spin systems will be discussed. 

The operator formalism (13-15) will be used to analyze the behavior of the spin 
system in our discussion of the experiment. In agreement with conventions adapted 
by Wrensen et al. (13), a pulse is defined to rotate magnetization counterclockwise, 
i.e., a 90,” pulse rotates magnetization from the positive z to the negative y axis. 
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THE HETERONUCLEAR RELAY EXPERIMENT 

A number of slightly different versions of the heteronuclear RELAY experiment 
have been proposed in the literature (I, 2, 11, 16). In this paper the modified 
sequence proposed by Bax (16) and Kessler et al. (II) will be analyzed. The pulse 
sequence is sketched in Fig. 1 and its higher sensitivity is an advantage over the 
original experiment (1). The effect of this sequence will be analyzed for the simple 
case of a weakly coupled AMPX spin system, where A, M, and P are protons with 
M coupled to both A and P and JAp = 0 (Fig. 2). Throughout this paper, X is the 
13C nucleus, directly coupled to proton, M. The assumption Jax, Jpx 4 JMx is 
made in the following discussions. Application to more complicated systems is 
simple once the experiment is analyzed for the AMPX case. 

In the heteronuclear RELAY experiment, magnetization is transferred from 
distant proton, A, to attached proton, M, and this transferred magnetization is then 
relayed to its directly coupled 13C nucleus, X. The correlation between distant 
protons and 13C nuclei is the information of interest in a RELAY spectrum. 
Therefore, for the AMPX system, the most valuable information is provided by the 
transfer of magnetization from A to X (and from P to X). 

The RELAY of magnetization at various stages of the pulse sequence (Fig. 1) is 
outlined below. The first 90” ‘H pulse rotates the A spin magnetization to the -y 
axis (time a): 

905 
I AZ - - I,,. 111 

This transverse magnetization evolves during the evolution period under influence 
of the Hamiltonian, QAIA, + ~??JA&A,&,, and at the end of the evolution period 
(time b) the A spin magnetization is described by 

~AIA,~~+~RJAMIA,I~I~~ 
- IA, ' [Itisin(flAtl) - IAycos(~Atl)]Cos(?fJAMtl) 

+ 2[~,&&os(%tl) + ~A$6n(fiAtl)]&,&sin(7rJAMt1). [2] 

The 180” l3 C pulse at the midpoint of the evolution period refocuses the effect of 
heteronuclear coupling and therefore, coupling between spin A and X is not 
included in the Hamiltonian that is used in expression [2]. The first term at the 

FIG. 1. Pulse scheme of the heteronuclear RELAY experiment. The phases of the rf pulses and receiver 
are cycled according to Table 1. 
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FIG. 2. Dependence of the transfer function, f(7), on the duration of the mixing period, 7, for an 
AMPX spin system. The function is sketched for values of 100 ms (solid line), 200 ms (broken line), and 
500 ms (dotted line) for the transverse relaxation time, T aM, of proton M. A function value, f(~) = 1, 
corresponds to the case where all magnetization that is transferred from A to M, is also relayed to carbon 
X. Both delays, A, and Aa, are assumed to be equal to 1/(2&x). 

right-hand side represents the vector sum of the A spin-doublet components. The 
second term represents the antiphase part of the two doublet magnetization vectors 
which can, in part, be transferred to spin M by means of the second 90” ‘H pulse 
(time c): 

2[Zkcos(%tl) + Z*~in(n,t,)]Z,sin(~~*~~,) --) 

The first term at the right-hand side of [3] denotes two-spin (zero- and double- 
quantum) coherence and cannot contribute to the transfer of magnetization from 
A to X (I 7). The second term, Z,,ZMY, represents the M spin magnetization 
transferred from A that is in antiphase along the fy axis. Assuming first, for reasons 
of simplicity, that no 13C 180” pulse is applied during the mixing period, T, the 
180” ‘H pulse applied at the midpoint of this interval removes the effects of ‘H 
chemical shift and heteronuclear coupling during this period. However, evolution 
due to homonuclear coupling is not affected by this pulse. Since M is coupled to 
both A and P, the transverse M spin magnetization will evolve under the influence 
of the Hamiltonian, 27rJAMZAzZMz + 27r&rZM,ZP,. Just before the 90” ‘H, 13C pulse 
pair (time d) one obtains: 

- 4Z&ZtiZP&os(~ZAMT)sin(?r&r?-)] [4] 
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where the coefficients, present in expression [3] have been omitted to simplify the 
expression. The 180 ’ 13C pulse, applied at a time A,/2 before the two 90” (‘H, 13C) 
pulses, flips the spin state of the 13C nucleus. This makes it appear as if no 
heteronuclear coupling is present during the last interval, A,, of the mixing period. 
Thus, the 180” ‘H pulse will not completely refocus the effect due to JMx. For 
A, = (4JMx)-‘, the in-phase M spin magnetization, present along the x axis, is 
converted into antiphase magnetization (time d’) according to 

The term at the right-hand side of expression [5] is completely transferred into 
transverse antiphase X spin magnetization by the simultaneous application of a 
90z(‘H), 90i(13C) pulse pair (time e): 

As is the case in heteronuclear shift-correlation spectroscopy (8), proton decoupling 
cannot be started immediately after the 13C detection pulse because of the antiphase 
nature of the two M spin doublet components. A delay, AZ, equal to 1/(2JMx) for 
methine carbons, and 1/(4JMx) for methylene and methyl carbons is inserted before 
‘H decoupling i s started. This ensures that ‘H-decoupled 13C signals can be recorded. 

The complete expression for the relayed signal with quadrature detection during 
t2 is given by 

SAx(tl, t2) = sin(~J,,7)cos(nJ,,T)sin(~J~XAl)sin(sJ~xAz) 

X Sin(~JAMtl)Sin(~Atl)eXp(i~xA2)eXp(i~xt2). [7] 

Analogous to phase cycling in the COSY (5-7) and heteronuclear shift-correlation 
experiments (9), incrementing the phases of all pulses in the mixing period by 90”, 
gives a signal of the form 

S&(tl, t2) = i sin(rJ,,7)cos(7rJ,p7)sin(7rJr,,rxAr)sin(rJMxA2) 

X sin(~J~MtI)cos(~2Ati)exp(i~xAz)exp(i&&). [S] 

Taking the difference of Eqs. [7] and [S] gives a signal modulated in phase as a 
function of t r ; 

S,,(t,, t2) = sin(nJ,,T)cos(aJ,P7)sin(~J~xA,)sin(~J~xAZ) 

X sin(7rJAMtI)exp(iQ2At1)exp(iQxAZ)exp(iQxt~). [9] 

A four-step phase cycle can be used for additional suppression of axial peaks (I, 1 I, 
16). The phases of the ‘H and r3C 180” pulses were also cycled in our experiment 
to remove effects due to its spurious 90” character (Z8), which can cause significant 
distortions in the observed RELAY intensities. Use of a composite 180” ‘H pulse 
(19-21) was not adequate on our instrument. The actual phase cycling used is 
presented in Table 1. 
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OPTIMIZATION OF EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS 

The factors to be considered for optimization of the heteronuclear RELAY 
experiment are (a) maximizing the intensity of the relayed signals, (b) minimizing 
the intensity of the nonrelayed signals, and (c) optimizing the resolution in the 2D 
spectrum. These points will be addressed below. 

Maximizing RELAY Intensity 

The amount of magnetization relayed from proton, A, to carbon, X, depends on 
how much magnetization is transferred from A to M and on the amount of 
magnetization that is transferred from M to X. From expression [9], it is seen that 
for the AMPX system the dependence on the duration of the mixing period can be 
described by a transfer function, f(7), given by 

f(7) = sin( aJAM7)cos(aJMp7)exp( -7/ TZM) 

where TZM is the transverse relaxation time of spin, M. The shape of this function 
is sketched in Fig. 2 for different values of the relaxation time, TZM. A general 
expression for the transfer function (11) for an arbitrary spin system, AnMjXk, 
where M is coupled to A and X and to a number of other spins, labeled k, is given 
by 

f(r) = n cos(~~~,7)sin(~J,M7)Cosn-‘(71;1,,7)sin(~~~xA~) 
k 

X cosj-1(~~~XAz)sin(a~~xA2)exp(-7/T2M). 1111 

TABLE 1 

The Phases of the rf Pulses and of the Receiver in the Various 
Steps of the Heteronuclear RELAY Experiment” 

Step 41 $2 43 

1 X X X 

2 Y X Y 
3 -x X -X 

4 -Y n -Y 
5 X Y Y 
6 Y Y -X 

I -X Y -Y 
8 -Y Y X 

9 X -X -X 

10 Y -X -Y 
11 -x -x X 

12 -Y -X Y 
13 X -Y -Y 
14 Y -Y X 

15 -x -Y Y 
16 -Y -Y -X 

(2 The pulse sequence is drawn in Fig. 1. 

Receiver 

X 

-x 
X 

-x 
Y 

-Y 
Y 

-Y 
-X 

X 

-X 

X 

-Y 
Y 

-Y 
Y 
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In this expression, n and j denote the degeneracies of spins A and M, respectively. 
For example, for transfer from the methyl protons to the adjacent methylene carbon 
in propanol (CH3CH2CH20H), n equals 3 and j equals 2. Spins, k, are the two 
protons directly attached to the carbon that is bonded to the hydroxyl group. For 
the case where carbon, X, is directly attached to two nonequivalent methylene 
protons, M and Q, the transfer function is the sum of two contributions, transfer 
via M and transfer via Q: 

f(7) = n cos(~.&)sin(7rJ,,7)cos”-’ (?rJA,7)cos(~J,07)sin(~~~~AI)sin(~J~xA2) 
k 

X cos(a&oA2)exp(--T/T& -!- n cos(*JokT)sin(aJ*o7)Cos”-‘(aJAQT) 
k 

X cos(?rJ,o7)sin(n~ol,,A,)sin(?rJoxA,)cos(aJ,oAz)exp(-T/T2o). [ 121 

Transfer functions of these types are sketched in Fig. 3 for a number of different 
spin systems. These diagrams serve only to give an indication for what mixing time 
to choose in order to optimize a certain type of RELAY transfer; in actual use of 
the RELAY experiment one has to estimate the size of the couplings involved and 
calculate the transfer efficiency on the basis of Eq. [ 1 l] or [ 121. 

A second factor, of major importance for maximizing the intensity of RELAY 
peaks in 2D spectra, is the transfer efficiency of magnetization from y1 equivalent A 
spins, A,, to spin M. For a spin system where y1 equivalent spins, A, are coupled to 
M and to a number of other protons, Y, this transfer efficiency, as a function of t,, 
is given by 

g(td = n jl cos(~JArt1)sin(~JAMtl)exp(-t1/T2A). t131 

The shape of this function is shown in Fig. 4 for a number of different spin systems. 
Again, for calculating the transfer efficiency as a function of tl , one has to estimate 
the size of the couplings involved and substitute these in Eq. [ 131. It is seen from 
Eq. [ 131 that the transfer efficiency as a function of Ii oscillates strongly. Of course, 
in the 2D experiment tr values are systematically stepped between 0 and tlmax and it 
is the average of g(t1)2 over this period that determines the total amount of signal 
power that will be present in the 2D spectrum. If tlms is long compared to the 
reciprocal of all couplings, J,,, this signal power will be spread over 2’+’ multiplet 
components in the F1 dimension, decreasing the maximum peak intensity by a 
factor 2’ relative to the case where spin A is only coupled to M. Alternatively, tlmar 
can be chosen short to avoid this distribution of intensities. However, because of 
the factor sin(7rJ,&r) in Eq. [13], the RELAY intensity will be distributed over a 
minimum of two multiplet components that have an antiphase relationship. In the 
heteronuclear chemical-shift-correlation experiment, the appearance of multiplet 
splittings in the F1 dimension (and consequent loss in sensitivity) can be avoided 
by using a tImax < (2JHH,,)-’ (10). For the RELAY experiment such a short tIman 
can lead to severe sensitivity loss since mutual cancellation of antiphase components 
in the F, multiplet structure will occur. Evaluation of Eq. [ 131 gives an idea about 
which t,,,, to select, and even in this case, the transfer of magnetization from A to 
M can be an inefficient process. 
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FIG. 3. Dependence of the transfer function, f(r), on the duration of the mixing period for different 
spin systems, assuming a T2 value for spin M of 200 ms, and vicinal proton couplings of 7 Hz. (a) AM3X 
system, for example, transfer of magnetization from the C, proton to the C, methyl carbon in alanine. 
(b) A,MX system, for example, transfer froin the C, methyl protons to the C, carbon in N-methyl 
alanine. (c) A,QMXPS system, for example, transfer from the C, methyl protons to the C, carbon in 
valine. (d) AMXPJQ5 system, for example, transfer from the C, proton to the C, carbon in valine. For 
all four curves, A, and A, values equal to 1/(2&x) are assumed, with the exception of the AMjX system 
(curve (a)), where the calculation is based on a A, value of 1/(4&x). 

Minimization of Nonrelayed Signals 
The presence of intense resonances due to direct correlation, in our case the 

correlation between M and X, can obscure the presence of weak RELAY peaks. A 
clever way to suppress such direct correlation peaks has been proposed by Kogler 
et al. (22). However, in practice, their modification can sometimes be inconvenient 
because of the large amount of phase cycling needed. If this modification is not 
used, partial suppression of direct correlations can be obtained by means of digital 
filtering. This will be briefly discussed below. The amount of M spin magnetization 
that is generated by the first ‘H pulse (time a in Fig. 1) and is finally transferred to 
spin X, has a dependency, h(t,), on the duration of the evolution period, given by 
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FIG. 4. The amount, g(t,), of magnetization that is transferred from proton(s) A, to proton(s) M, as a 
function of the evolution period, tr for different spin systems. The diagrams are based on 7 Hz vicinal 
proton couplings and a TIA value of 200 ms. Intensity “1” corresponds to the thermal equilibrium 
Boltzmann magnetization of a single proton. (a) A3MX system, for example, transfer from the C, protons 
to the C, proton in alanine. (b) AMX system, for example, transfer of magnetization from the amide 
proton to the C, proton in all amino acids (except glycine). (c) P,Q3AMX system, for example, transfer 
from the C, proton to the C, proton in valine. (d) P3QAM3X system, for example, transfer from the C, 
proton to the protons of one of the two C, methyl groups in valine. 

[I41 

where spins k denote again all protons but A, that are coupled to M. Partial 
suppression of this type of signal can be obtained by using, in the tl dimension, a 
digital filter that has the shape of Eq. [ 131. Such a digital filter provides matched 
filtering for the RELAY signal, whereas direct correlations are strongly attenuated. 
This type of filtering procedure has proven to be successful in the COSY experiment 
(23), and is also applicable in the heteronuclear RELAY experiment. Note however, 
that due to reasons explained in the previous section, the acquisition time in the t, 
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dimension, tImax, is often chosen rather short (-75 ms), and consequently g(tJ will 
approximately have the shape of a sine bell (24), which is more convenient for 
practical use. 

Optimization of Resolution 
In the past, heteronuclear RELAY spectra have almost exclusively been recorded 

in the absolute value mode. This is convenient but not optimal as far as resolution 
and sensitivity are concerned. However, recording of pure absorption-mode spectra 
is impossible unless experimental modifications (25) are used that would cause a 
loss in sensitivity. In the 2D heteronuclear RELAY spectrum, peaks that correspond 
to the direct correlation between M and X and to the RELAY connectivity between 
A and X compare, respectively, with the diagonal and cross peaks in a COSY 
spectrum. These types of resonances are 90” out of phase relative to one another, 
and additionally, the individual multiplet components in a COSY cross multiplet 
(which compare with AX RELAY) are in antiphase relative to one another. 
Presenting the RELAY spectrum in the absolute-value mode is therefore an 
acceptable alternative. To avoid tailing of the absolute-value-mode resonances, a 
sine-bell digital filtering window (24), or a pseudo echo window (26) can be used. 
As is explained in the previous section, such filtering functions have the additional 
advantage that they are close to matched filtering for the RELAY signals, whereas 
they strongly decrease the intensity of direct correlations. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

We have verified experimentally the agreement between the theoretical transfer 
functions and measured RELAY intensities. Experiments were performed on a 50% 
v/v mixture of propanol in *Hz0 on a Nicolet 270 MHz spectrometer, equipped 
with a 5 mm 13C probe. Nineteen two-dimensional experiments were performed 
with mixing times varying from 5 to 150 ms. The intensities of the four observable 
RELAY peaks are depicted in Fig. 5, together with the theoretical curves that are 
based on Eq. [ 111. Good agreement between theoretical and experimental values is 
found (Fig. 5) if complete phase cycling is used (Table 1). If not used, significant 
deviations from the theoretical curve were found, especially for relatively long 
mixing times. 

.The dependence of the AX RELAY peak intensity on the A spin multiplet 
structure is demonstrated for the valine and N-methyl valine residues in cyclosporin 
A, a compound investigated in detail by two-dimensional NMR methods (12). 
Using Eq. [ 1 I], magnetization RELAY has been optimized for transfer of magneti- 
zation from the C, hydrogen to the C, carbon resonance, and a mixing time, T, of 
16 ms is actually used. The C, proton of N-methyl valine is a doublet in the proton 
spectrum, with a coupling of 11.0 Hz to the CB proton, whereas in valine the C, 
proton is a doublet of doublets with a coupling of 8.2 Hz to the amide proton and 
9.0 Hz to the Co proton. On the basis of Eq. [ 131, it is evident that the RELAY 
intensity for the N-methyl valine should be significantly larger than for valine. This 
is experimentally confirmed. Figure 6 shows the region near the C, i3C resonances 
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FIG. 5. Comparison of experimental and theoretical values of RELAY intensities as a function of 
mixing time, for a 50% v/v mixture of propanol CHxCH,CH,OH. (a) Relay from the protons, C-l, to 
the methylene carbon, C-2. (b) Relay from methylene protons, C-2, to methyl carbon, C-3. (c) Relay 
from methyl protons, C-3, to carbon C-2. (d) Relay from protons C-2 to carbon C-l. Open circles are 
the experimental points, and the solid lines represent the values based on Eq. [ 111. All 2D spectra were 
recorded under identical conditions on a 270 MHz spectrometer. 

in the RELAY spectrum of a 150 m&I solution of cyclosporin A in CDC13, obtained 
at 500 MHz. An acquisition time of 85 ms has been used in the tl dimension, and 
a sine-bell digital filter was used. The two RELAY peaks of interest are marked by 
arrows, and clearly the valine RELAY peak has much lower intensity than the N- 
methyl valine RELAY peak. In the regular heteronuclear shift-correlation spectrum 
(not shown), the intensities of all correlation peaks between the C, protons and 
carbons are nearly identical for all amino acid residues if short acquisition times 
(N 50 ms) in the tl dimension are used. 
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FIG. 6. Region of the C, 13C resonances in the RELAY spectrum of cyclosporin A in CDC13, recorded 
at 500 MHz. The RELAY peaks between the C, proton and the CB carbon in the valine and iv-methyl 
valine residues are indicated with arrows, and the RELAY peaks between the C, methyl protons and the 
C, carbon are marked “X.” 

Another interesting conclusion, drawn on the basis of Eqs. [ 1 I]-[ 131 and 
confirmed experimentally, is that it is generally much less sensitive to relay 
magnetization from a methine proton to an adjacent methylene or methyl carbon 
than from the methylene or methyl protons to the methine carbon. For example, 
RELAY peaks between the methyl protons and the Cp carbon are very intense for 
both valine residues shown in Fig. 6, whereas sensitivity did not permit observation 
of RELAY peaks between the Cp proton and the C, methyl carbons, even when an 
optimum mixing time was used. Experimentally, we have found that the intensity 
of RELAY peaks is usually a factor of 3 to 10 lower than is the intensity of peaks 
in a heteronuclear shift-correlation spectrum, provided that both experiments are 
optimized for sensitivity, and recorded in identical measuring times. For saturated 
polycyclic hydrocarbons with many nonequivalent geminal protons, it is found on 
the basis of Eqs. [ 12]-[ 141 that it is very difficult to obtain effective magnetization 
RELAY. In unfortunate cases, magnetization RELAY can be as much as a factor 
of 20 lower than in the shift-correlation spectrum. This experiment nonetheless 
provides, even in this case, significantly better sensitivity than does the 2D 
INADEQUATE experiment (27-29). An alternative version of the heteronuclear 
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RELAY experiment, named “pseudo double-quantum spectroscopy” (30), has the 
advantage that no choice for the duration of the mixing period has to be made, but 
provides pseudo-RELAY intensities that will be somewhat lower than obtained in 
the heteronuclear RELAY experiment under optimized conditions. This lower 
sensitivity is due to the fact that in the pseudo double-quantum experiment the 
mixing time is effectively varied between 0 and tr,,/2, providing a less efficient 
mechanism for magnetization RELAY than does a single optimized duration. 
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